COVID-19 and Compliance with Non-Discrimination Laws
The Washington State Human Rights Commission enforces the Washington Law Against Discrimination (WLAD). The WLAD continues to apply to employers, businesses and housing providers. The WLAD does not prevent employers from following the guidelines and suggestions made by the Centers for Disease Control or the Washington State Department of Health regarding actions entities should take regarding COVID-19. **Employers should remember that guidance from public health authorities is likely to change as the COVID-19 pandemic evolves. Therefore, employers should continue to follow the most current information on maintaining workplace safety.** Go to [www.coronavirus.wa.gov](http://www.coronavirus.wa.gov)

**Age discrimination:**

Data about COVID-19 does seem to show that it impacts older persons more severely, putting older workers at a higher risk. You should give your older employees the option to telecommute or take time off work due to the risk, until the Washington State Department of Health or the CDC concludes that the risk has been minimized. However, you cannot force your older workers to go home or cease working if they choose not to, unless you are making these decisions about all of your employees regardless of their age. If you give these directives to only older workers, this would be age discrimination. When deciding on which workers to lay-off, you cannot choose or target older workers because of their age or because their health is at a higher risk.

Likewise, when it comes time to call your employees back to work, you must give older workers the same option to return as you do all other employees, and use objective, neutral criteria when deciding which standby employees to call back to work.

**Disability discrimination:**

It will not be considered to be disability discrimination if you send someone home because they are sick, or have a cough or a fever. In fact, the Washington State Department of Health recommends that all persons who are sick or exhibit symptoms of COVID-19 stay home. If an employee shows up to work sick, or with possible symptoms of an illness, you can send that person home. This is **not** considered to be disability discrimination.

During a pandemic, employers may ask employees if they are experiencing symptoms of the pandemic virus. For COVID-19, these include symptoms such as fever, chills, cough, shortness of breath, or sore throat. Employers are allowed in the situation of a pandemic to take and record employee temperatures (however, not all persons who have contracted COVID-19 have a fever). Employers can ask why an employee has called out of work when an employee stays home. The employer must maintain all information about employee illness as a confidential medical record. At this time, it is recommended that employers refrain from asking sick employees to provide a doctor’s excuse for their
absence; medical resources and personnel are overextended right now and providing such a note would be too much of an extra burden.

An employer can require a fitness for duty certification before an employee returns to work. However, the employer should keep in mind that medical resources and personnel are limited, and that such a certification may be difficult to obtain during the pandemic or in the aftermath. Consider accepting alternatives, such as a form letter or an email.

An employer cannot ask if an employee has a compromised immune system. If an employer already has information that an employee has an underlying condition that makes them more vulnerable to COVID-19, an employer cannot send them home or lay them off simply due to that underlying condition (see age discrimination above). If an employer does so, that could constitute disability discrimination. If it comes time for a layoff, you would apply the same objective and neutral criteria to the person with the disability as you would to all of your other employees.

An employer must reasonably accommodate an employee with a disability; in the COVID-19 situation, this means if an employer is aware that an employee falls into a high risk category (compromised immune system, underlying condition, pregnant, etc.) the employer should allow that employee to telecommute when possible, to do a job that allows for distancing at least six feet from others, or to take leave as a reasonable accommodation.

**Race and national origin discrimination:**

An employer, business owner, or housing provider cannot treat anyone differently based on their race or their national origin. To fire someone from a job, refuse to hire them, refuse them service at a business, or refuse them housing due to their race or national origin is illegal discrimination. It is also illegal discrimination to allow harassment of someone in the workplace due to that person’s race or national origin. Unfortunately and unfairly, many Asians and persons of Chinese descent are becoming targets of race discrimination due to the pandemic and the inaccurate and racist term “Chinese flu”. Anyone, of any race or national origin, can become sick from COVID-19 or can carry the disease. Be professional and rely on expert sources for information, such as the CDC and Department of Health. Practice kindness at this time, and do not let yourself or your employees take discriminatory actions due to baseless fears. We are all in this together.

**If your workforce is facing layoffs:**

1. An employer should be able to justify and show a legitimate business need for the layoffs. Generally, an economic downturn or temporary shutdown of your business (such from restrictions due to COVID-19) will justify that business need.

2. Consider alternatives, such as telecommuting.
3. Make a plan
   - Determine numbers of affected employees
   - Determine which divisions, positions, jobs, or functions will be eliminated or downsized (at the beginning stage, never make decisions about which individual employees will be laid off).

4. Inform employees about the impending layoffs:
   - Give a general notice to the workforce and the Union – explain if the layoff is temporary or permanent, when it will take place, and generally what the company expects to happen.
   - Abide by the Collective Bargaining Agreement if one is in place.
   - Abide by the provisions of the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (WARN) if applicable (Contact the US Department of Labor for more information on the WARN Act).

6. Evaluate employees, using objective, job-related guidelines and criteria:
   - Talent and experience that is consistent with business necessity
   - Past performance
   - Special skills that are consistent with business necessity
   - Seniority or longevity
   - Rank individuals if you have reliable and objective performance related data
   - Rank employees within groups of employees who do similar work; be sure to include all employees who do the similar types of work within the same group (in other words, do not try to shelter a favorite employee from the layoffs by not including them in the group that will be laid off)
   - apply the same procedures and criteria to everyone
   - avoid the temptation to protect an employee or certain employees from the layoff by not evaluating them, by not including them in the group of potential layoffs, or by transferring them out of a job just before a layoff; this is a red flag that you are treating some people differently.
   - Be fair and use good faith; make decisions free from any bias
   - Ensure that all of the data used in making the decision is free from bias

Resources

CDC Guidance for Employers and Workplaces on COVID-19:

Washington State information on COVID-19:
www.coronavirus.wa.gov
EEOC guidance on pandemics:

U.S. Department of Labor:

"Preparing Workplaces for COVID-19"

"COVID-19 or Other Public Health Emergencies and the Family and Medical Leave Act"
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/fmla/pandemic

Information for health facilities from WA State DOH

If you need additional information regarding non-health issues, please contact the WSHRC at 360-753-6770 or 800-233-3247 (TTY 800-300-7525). Additional information on discrimination and other civil rights issues can be found on our website at www.hum.wa.gov. This document does not constitute legal advice; if you have a particular situation about which you need legal advice, you should contact your attorney.